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Introduction

'The Games could no more have a deficit than a man could have a babl,, So quotJr JeanDrapeau, mayor of Montreal, shortly before the 1967 Montre.I s,r-*.. orympics rana $2 billion deficit. Are such unrealistic pronouncements typical of human intuitive
judgmen^t?- Such questions do not hord merery academic irrr.r..r. For exampre, each
reader 

-of 
this chapter will probably be faced with .hoosing a course of 

""tio' based on
a physician's judgment about the ourcome of a medical in-tervention.

Despite the imporrance of understanding the intuitive judgments ofphpicians, judges,
and politicians, the study of probabiliry.Jb."tio, i. pri-*iif 

" 
huor*,oqr-uased enter_prise' with theoretical conroversies resolved (or not resolved) with reference to laborat-ory findings' There are two primary reasons for this 

"pp"r.rrrty 
*yopi" focus. JeanDrapeau's quote illustrates one: expert pronouncements usually serve multiple functions

beyond.communicating the judget o*r, b.ri.f.. Such judgme.* aro ..*. to persuade,to inspire, and even to undermine opposing viewpointl. Second, the methods andparadigms for studying 
L..b"!ili,y .i"ii-.rri*.r. ,hap.d by investigators who wereinterested not in the q1liry of likerihoo? judgments u* i" plfi.{*uili.y to monitor

their own know_ledge, Thus tiere ,.. tho,rr*d', of studies on confidence in trivia know_
ledge, compared to a handful of studies on the calibration or.*p.rm ir, .t e fierd (Koehrer,
Brenner, & Griffin, 2OOZ).

Our review proceeds as follows. First, we reviey some general background necessaryfor.understanding the theoretical conrroversies in the field. \7e then outline some classic

Tjlp,f defined by the paradigm-setting review of Lichtenstein, Fischhofi, & phillips
(1982)' We then describe firr. m"Jor classelof dreories ofjudgmental calibration, and we

I
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examine how, and how well, these theories account for the dominant stylized facts in the

literature. 'We conclude with a specific applied example and describe how the different

theories account for the observed phenomena.

Calibration Curves: Graphicd Displays of Calibration
and Miscalibration

The quality of cdibration can be assessed through calibration curues that represent a

qualitative patrern of calibration, or through indices that summarize the degree of calibra-

tion quantitatively. 'S7e focus on graphical representations as they have had considerably

more impact on conclusions in this field than summary indices (see, e.g., Yates, 1990).

Forced choice, halfrange tasks

Laboratory studies ofcalibration have relied on a standard paradigm inherited from the

cognitive psychologists studying metacognition, or one's knowledge about one's know-

ledge. A typical experiment consists of a subject answering many general knowledge or
"almanac" questions (e.g., "\Vhich is further north: Paris or New York?"), and then

rating his/her confidence, in the form of a probability, that the chosen answer is correct.

The questions are typically presented with 2 choices so that the possible probabiliry

ratings in the chosen alternative range from 50 per cent to 100 per cent.

Accurary rates (Y) are plotted against confidence ratings (X) in a calibration curve.

Overconfidence occurs when confidence exceeds accuracy; underconfidence occurs when

accuraq exceeds confidence (see Figure 9.1). Mixed cases occur when a curve starts out

on one side of the identiry line (often above the line representing underconfidence for
relatively low probabilities such as 0.5 or 0.6) and then crosses tlre identity line (typically

below the line representing overconfidence for higher probabilities). In these cases, it is

essenrial to examine the calibradon curye in tandem with the response propoftions at

each level of expressed probabiliry fVallsten, 1996). The same mixed pafiern may indic-

ate aggregate overconfidence if most of the judgments are made with high confidence or

aggregate underconfidence if most of the judgments are made with low confidence.

Full-range tashs

One common source of confusion (resulting from the predominance of half-range tasks)

is that there are distinct parterns of judgment referred to by the label "overconfidence."

\7hen probabilities are assigned to a focal hypothesis on the frrll 0 to 1 probability scale,

we can distinguish between two forms of overconfidencs; ouapredictioa, depicted by
curve A in Figure 9.2, the tendency to assign probabilities that are consistently too high;

and ouerextrernity, depicted by curve C, the tendency to assign probabilities that are

consistendy too exctreme (i.e., too close to either 0 or 1). In the case of binary hypotheses,
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overextremiry indicates an overesdmation of whatever hypothesis the judge considers most

likely. Thus, overconfidence, the poster child of judgmental biases, as a simple summary

term does not uniquely identify one of these patterns fWallsten & Budescu, 1983).

Underestimation and underextremity can be defined similarly; underestimation (curve

B) refers to assigning consistendy too low probabilities to the focal hlpothesis, and

underextremiry (curve D) refers to assigning probabilities that are not sufficiendy extreme

(i.e., probabilities too close to the middle of the scale.) Combinations of under- or over-

prediction and either of tlle extremity biases are also possible, and result in lines t-hat cross

the diagonal at points other than 50 percent. (See Harvey (1997) for a similar analysis.)

Liberman & Tversky (1993) called patterns of overextremity "generic overconfidence,"

and patterns of overprediction "specific overconfidence." Because overprediction refers

to overconfidence in a specific designated hypothesis, it may be thought of as a bias

towards that particular hypothesis. In contrast, in the case of binary hypotheses,

overextremity indicates an overesdmation of whatever hypothesis the judge considers

most likely, and in rhat sense is independent of the focal hypothesis. Both overprediction

and overextremity can be distinguished from optimistic overconfidence, which may be

thought of as a specific form of overprediction - overestimation of the probability of
events thought to be beneficial to the judge.

The Roots and Srylized Facts of Calibration Research

Early research on judgmental calibration was not aimed at discovering how people used

probabilities, but in discovering how well people could assess or monitor their own

knowledge. For example, Fullerton and Cattell (1892), Henmon (1911), and others all

studied how well observers could introspect about whether their perceptions or college

tesr answers were correcr, and in particular whe*rer observers could successfully report

"partial knowledge." Henmon summarized his results as follows: "'SThile tlere is a posit-

ive correlation on the whole between degree of confidence and accuracy the degree of
confidence is not a reliable index of accuraq" (pp. 200-l).

Two other parallel sffeams of early research were summarized by Lichtenstein et al.

Research within meteorologr on the accuracF of weather forecasts began very early in the

rwentieth cenrury and unlike the psychological research, dealt exclusively with expert

forecasters in the field. Research in the signal detection theory (SDT) paradigm studied

the accuracy of confidence ratings in perceptual tasks during the 1950s and 1960s. The

findings in these disparate fields were very similar: a preponderance of overconfidence,

both in the overexrremity and overprediction forms, with the degree of overconfidence

depending on the difficulty of the task, and some scattered examples of underprediction.

Lichtenstein et al. then reviewed scores of laboratory studies using almanac quesdons

that showed the same pattern.
The Lichtensrein et al. review has been cited over 600 times, and usually for the

following three points (in order of populariry): t}e predominance of overconfidence in
the 2AFC almanac paradigm; the dependence of the degree of overconfidence on item

difficulty; and the superb calibration of professional weather forecasters predicting rain
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in a Midwestern American city. In the manner of most secondary citations, the points
are usually oversimplified compared to the comprehensive treatmenr in the review. The
predominance of overconfidence was found across tasks, expertise, format, and method,
across physicians and CIA operatives, weather forecasters and clinical psychologists. It is
clearly not merely an artifact of the trivia or general knowledge paradigm. Furthermore,
given that the amount of overconfidence is usually dramatic even with judgments of
complete certainry, and with other forms of elicitation (e.g., odds, bets), the effect is not
solely due to unfamiliarity with the probability scale or measurement arrifacts due to the
scale endpoints.

Similarly, the difficulty or "hard-easy" effect is not a hothouse phenomenon created
by the clever concoction of a misleading set of general knowledge items. It has been
found when participants differing in abiliry are compared, when pafticipants with differ-
ing amounts of training are compared, and when item difficulty is defined by intrinsic
qualities of the items rather than percent correct, as well as on post hoc comparisons
of high-accuracy versus low-accuracy items. In each case, the most difficult items or
domains showed strong overconfidence, which declined and turned into underconfidence
for *re easiest items or domains. The same qualitative pattern was found in a signal
detection study (Pollack and Decker, 1958), which examined the discriminability of
words presented on earphones under conditions of high or low noise. An analog to the
difficulty effect was found when the proportions of "true" sraremenrs were manipulated
in a one-alternative true-false task: overprediction when true statements were rare and
underprediction when true statements were common.

The difficulty effect implies that there is a negative correlation between overall over/
underprediction (Bias) and accurary (Acc). It might appear that the difficulty effect is a
statistical artifact, simply because the measure of overconfidence used contains the meas-
ure of difficulty: Bias = Conf - Acc. Irt us examine this claim by calculating the
covariance between Bias and Acc:

Cov(Bias,Acc) = Cov(Conf,Acc) - Var(Acc)

Note that this quantity certainly can be positive (contrary to the difficulry effect) if the
correlation between Conf and Acc is large enough:

Corr(Conf,Acc) > SD(Acc) / SD(Conf).

Thus, the difficulty effect is not a necessary feature of the me*rod of data analysis, but is
equivalent to a sufficiendy low correlation between average confidence and accuracy
across items.

From these "classic" and robust findings, we can summarize several "stylized facts"
that theories of calibration need to explain.

I Overconfidence is the predominant finding.
2 The degree of overconfidence depends on item difficulty (in the 2AFC case) and

item base rate (in the full-range case). The calibration curve is relatively flat rather
than rising with increasing probability.
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3 Underconfidence is regularly found
4 Excellent calibration is possible.

in very easy tasks and with very high base rates.

Theoretical Perspectives on Calibration

\7e now turn to five competing psychological accounts of probability calibration, and

provide a conceptual framework for organizing the maze of empirical results. The five

broad perspectives and their most important characteristics are summarized in Table 9.1.
This set of theories is by no means exhaustive and we make no attempt to determine the
"winner" of the *leory competition, for our view is that these theories are like lenses that
serye to organize the calibration data in different ways.

Op timis ti c o u erco nf d.en c e

The most infuential perspective on miscalibration - at least for those outside the field
itself - is rhe optimistic ouerconfidenca perspective: people are notoriously subject to
wishfrrl thinking and self-enhancement, and thus provide probability estimates that are

distorted by these self-serving motivations. This fits the dictionary definition of overcon-

fidence: "The state or quality of being impudently or arrogandy self-confident" (Roget's

Tltesaurus, 1985). Biases thus refect unwarranted arrogance or hubris, and overconfid-

ence in the form of overprediction (curve A in Figure 9.2) should predominate and

should vary according to the desirability of the outcome.

Conceptual bachground

The optimistic overconfidence perspective builds on several findings in the psychological

literature: the better than auerage ,ff tt (r.g., Larwood & \Thittaker, t977, for managers;

Svenson, 1981, for drivers; Alicke, 1985, for personal uaits), *re tendency to rate oneself
as above the mean in positive skills and uuts; unrealistic optimism (e.g., 'Weinstein,

1980), the tendency to rate oneself as more likely to experience positive events and less

susceptible to negative events than others; self-wraing attibutions (e.g., Miller & Ross,

1975), the tendency to take credit for success and avoid blame for failure; and the
illusion of connol (e.g., Langer, 1975), the tendency to rate oneself as having some degree

of control over random events. The account is further bolstered by the ubiquity of
the planningfrlkty (e.g., Buehler, Griffin, & Ross, 1994;Kahneman & Tversky, t979),

4 the tendenry to believe that tasks will be completed more quickly and successfully in the
future than they have been in the past, and partisan belief pokization (Hastorf &.

Cantril, 1954; Lord, Ross, & kpper, 1979), the tendency for opposing partisans to
interpret the same evidence as supporting their own divergent beliefs.

Conceptual critique
Both the generality of and the bases for self-enhancing forms of optimism have been

questioned. Ironically, one of the papers most commonly cited to support the notion of
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self-serving anributions (Miller & Ross, 7975) advanced the claim that it is virtually
impossible to separate motivational causes of self-serving attributions from informational
qruses. In particular, they note that people have much greater experience with success

than with failure, and may thus explain them differently, even without any motivarion
to feel superior. In the same vein, recent commentators have noted that comparative
optimism ("how do you compare to the average person?"), one form of unrealistic optim-
ism, may be due in part to an attentional bias and therefore less general than previously
believed (Kruger, 1999). The common tendency to rate oneself as in the ninety-fifth
percentile of drivers seems to be caused pardy by an excessive focus on the self, with a
corresponding lack of attention to the others serving as the basis of comparison. Thus,
for domains where people have a high absolute level of skill (e.g., driving) comparative
optimism is found, but for domains where people have a low absolute lwel of skill (e.g.,
juggling), comparative pessimism is found, consistenr with the argumenr that people
anchor on their own level of skill and then adjust insufficiently for the comparative
nature of the judgment (lGuger, 1999). (This interpretation does not hold for the many
demonstrations of unrealistic optimism using "indirect" measures where individuals separ-
ately rate their own standing and the average person's standing.)

The planning fallaqr, too, may be interpreted in informational terms: because the base

rate of meeting predicted deadlines is relatively low, neglecting past enperiences will give
rise to apparently optimistic predictions. This interpretation is bolstered by the finding
that the planning fallacy is equally pronounced in Japan and in Canada, despite the fact
that the Japanese showed self-blaming attribudons (Buehler, Otsubo, Lehman, Heine,
& Griffin, 2003). Furthermore, the degree of optimism about future events is controlled
by the temporal distance to the event, witl events in the near future being regarded in a
more wenhanded fashion (Gilovich, Kerr, & Medvec, 1993; Liberman & Trope, 1998;
Shepperd, Ouellette, & Fernandez,lgg6). AII in all, these ambiguities and limitations in
the optimistic bias account should lead to greater caution in is use as a general aplana-
tion of miscalibration.

Fitting stylized facts
The optimistic overconfidence account is only able to direcdy address the first stylized
fact, the prwalence of overconfidence. For example, financial forecasts over the past
century have been consistendy over-optimistic (Hogarth & Maftridakis, 1981). A survey
of almost 3,000 new business owners revealed unrealistic oprimism about their own
business succeeding (81 percent probability of success for their own business vs. 59

Percent probability of businesses like theirs, whereas a realistic estimate is somewhere in
the range of 30 to 70 percent, Cooper, \7oo, & Dunkelberg, 1988). However, as nored
above, these findings are open to interpretation in terms of information-based biases.

Confirmatory bias

A second broad perspective, largely eschewing motivational underpinnings, is the con-

frmatory bias perspective: People naturally search for evidence that supports their chosen
hlpothesis. Biases in calibration should thus refect hypothesis-confirmation biases in
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attention, information gathering, and interpretation; consequently, overconfidence in
the form of overextremity (curve C in Figure 9.2) should predominate.

Conceprual bachground

This account, too, is well supported by basic psychological evidence. \7hen people test

simple hypotheses about the relations between numbers and letters (e.g., \7ason, 1968)

or attempt to determine the personaliry rype of an individual (e.g', Snyder & Swann,

1978) or even when teachers decide on a grade for a schoolchild (Rosenthal & Jacobson,
1966) they selectively search for confirmatory instances to "test" their theories.

Koriat, Lichtenstein, and Fischhoff (1980) argued that overconfidence arises in part

from people's tendency to recruit evidence from memory that confirms the focal hypo-

thesis. They offered a rwo-srage model in which the judge first selects her preferred

option on the basis ofa knowledge search, and then assesses her confidence by recruiting

reasons supporting the preferred answer. The stronger and more numerous the reasons

that are recruited, the greater is the confidence expressed in the selected answer. Because

this process inclines the judge to overlook reasons against the selected answer, she is

likely to be overconfident that the selected answer is correct.

Koriat et al. reported two results consistent with their model. First, asking subjects to

generate reasons favoring and opposing both options reduced overconfidence relative

to a control condition in which no such reasons were generated. Second, asking subjects

to generare reasons contradicting their preferred alternative reduced overconfidence while

generation ofsupporting reasons had no effect. Hoch (1985) also reported results con-

sistent with the confirmatory search model in a study of predictions of graduating

business school students regarding the outcome of their job searches. fuking students to

generare reasons why the target event would not occur substantially reduced the observed

overconfidence, whereas asking t}em to generate reasons supporting the target event's

occurrence had no influence (see also Brenner, Koehler, & Tversky, 1996).

Conceptual critique
Considerable experimental evidence suggests that a confirmatory bias - like a tendency

towards optimism - is responsible for creating torne amount of overconfidence, particu-

larly overextremiry. However, direct evidence for its role and prevalence in probability
judgments is scarce. The fact that providing reasons against a hypothesis can reduce

overconfidence in general knowledge does not provide privileged support to the con-

firmatory bias account. Overconfidence may be created by any one of the mechanisms

we discuss and still be reduced through strictures to "consider the opposite" (Lord,

Lepper, & Preston, 1984). More studies are needed to distinguish the relative effects of
hypotheses that are believed to be true and hypotheses that are wished to be true, as well
as to distinguish confirmatory overconfidence fr-om that caused by informational biases,

such as neglecting the outcome base rate.

Fitting stylized, facts
McKenzie (L997) offers a model that includes
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on evidence regarding focal hypothesis). Anything less than a weight of 1 will produce
overly extreme judgments. His model departs from the earlier confirmatory bias approaches
in that he assumes that people have an unbiased sample of confirmatory evidence but
simply neglect other evidence. A confirmatory bias model is used by Yates, Lee, Sieck,
Choi, & Price (2002) to explain cultural differences in overconfidence. Such models can
help to explain the prwalence of overconfidence reported in the literature using general
knowledge questions. They are also, arguably, consistenr with the observation of the dif-
ficulty effect. For easy tasls, there are likely to be proportionally few neglected reasons,
since the mqority of the evidence will point to the preferred (and correct) answer. On
this account, we would expect substantial overconfidence for difficult tasks but not for
easy tasl.s.

Confirmatory bias models c.rnnot naturally accommodate the base-rate effects found
in frrll-range tasks or underextremity or underprediction, though underconfidence is
commonly observed with easy tasks. Confirmatory bias may be one piece of the mis-
calibration puzzle, but it is not the whole story.

Case-bned judgment

A third approach is the case-based judgment perspective, associated with the heuristics
and biases and related literatures. From this perspective, judgment biases refect the way
that people intuitively perceive and assess relevant evidence. People focus on case-specific
factors and neglect the information structure of the environment, leading to a pattern of
miscalibration that includes all the curves drawn in Figure 9.2 (including the diagonal
line of perfect calibration). The case-based perspective resrs on the assumption that
intuitive judgments of probability or likelihood are non-extensional; that is, that they are
based on an evaluation of the individual case with little consideration of the set or class
from which the case is drawn.'!7ell-known findings in the heuristics and biases literature
such as base-rate neglect, non-regressive prediction, neglect of sample size, and rhe
conjunction fallaq are demonstrations of the non-extensional nature of intuitive prob-
ability judgmenr (Kahneman, Slovic, & Tverslqy, 1982). This view is also consistent
with much recent research indicating that judgments are often consrructed based on
internal sensations and cues (e.g., Koriat & Levy-Sadot, 1999).

Lichtenstein et al. (1982, pp. 316-17) provided an early description of the neglect
perspective when they noted that "*re hard-easy effect seems to arise from assessors'
inability to appreciate how difficult or easy a rask is." The neglect perspective was
formalized in Ferrell & McGoey's (1980) Decision variable Partition (DVp) model
with cutoff parameters that were insensitive to changing evidence diagnosticity or out-
come base rates.. This model was successfirl in reproducing the difficulty effect in both
the 2AFC case (where difficulty was neglected) and in the firll-range case (where base
rate was neglected). Griffin & Tverslqy (L992) noted the applicability of rhe heuristics
and biases principles to the calibration context and proposed 

^ 
strength-weighr model of

iydged probability. According to this model, people intuitively focus on the strength of
the evidence (how extreme is the evidence in this ca"se) and then slighdy adjust for the
weight of the evidence (class-based factors such as sample size, base rare, and diagnosticity
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of the evidence). Such underadjustment leads to overconfidence when strength is high

and weight is low and underconfidence when strength is low and weight is high; good

calibratiln will generally occur when both are moderate. Furthermore, this model also

unifies .orrr"*"iir- biases in belief updating (e.g., Phillips & Edwards, 1956) with the

representariveness heuristic, as the ,rrd.r."t..-ity typical of conservatism is found with

..,rid".r". of high diagnosticiry (weight) but the overextremity tfPic,l of the representative-

ness heuristicls found with evidence of low diagnosticity (weigh$'

Random Support Theory (RST; Brenner, 2003) supplements qualitative accounts

such as the strength-weight model by characterizing the degree of case-based neglect in

a given ..t of 
"*Ibr"tioi 

d"t". RST, Iike Ferrell's DVP, uses a signal detection frame-

*J.k to link different outcomes to different confidence states in the judge; however,

RST embeds the signal detection model within the broad non-extensional model of prob-

abiliry judgment provided by Support Theory (Tversky & Koehler, 1994; Rottenstreich

Ac T".irkyl D97i. Anrdrr*rt"g. of ,.rpport-b"sed models is that, in many cases, people

can assess directly the .rr.nt ,o *hich the available widence supPofts a given hypoth;si1'

Koehler, B..rrrr.., and Tversl;y (1997) reporr the results of a number of studies in which

direct ratings of support are used successfully to fit probabiliry judgments.

Conceptual critique
The empiric.l i.*o.r.tr"tions used to underpin the heuristics and biases program have

been the subject of many criticisms, ranging from claims that participants misunder-

stood the instructions to claims that the results might be restricted to PaPer and pencil

tests of probabilistic reasoning. Each individual criticism may have some force with

,.g".d to a particular demonstration of a particular phenomenon. However, the large

bJdy of *o.k i. highly consistent and cannot be written off as a byproduct of experi-

-.rrtrl ingenuiry oi leading questions (Gilovich, Griffin & Kahneman, 2002). Further-

-or., thJ calibiation of .*pe.m in the field is consistent with the case-based model

(Koehler et d,., 2002, see Figure 9.3).

The chief difficulty with this class of models is that although people underweight class

factors, they do use them to a degree that varies across situations. How does this happeh?

Does information abour the weight of the evidence contaminate tlle assessment of its

strength, without any attemPt at Bayesian integration? Or is 
_there 

some*ring like an

anchJring-and-adjustment mechanism that gives prioriry to the case-based evaluation

but .rorr.iheless consists of a separate evaluation for weight? These questions are critical

issues for this account to address.

Fitting stylized facts
Ar rh; time oi the Lichtenstein et al. (1982) review, the only existing model precise

enough to be fit to empirical data was *re decision variable partition model (DW) of

F.rrJl and McGoey (f ggO). In the tradition of signal detection theory, this model

describes confidence judgment as a process of partitioning an internal decision variable

(which might be thoughi of as a feeling of confidence) into confidence categories that

are used in making the overt judgment or response. Specifically, the model starts with

the usual signal deiection assumprion that the decision variable can be represented using

two unit-normal distributions, one for true or correct hypotheses and the other for false
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Egure 9.8 Calibration of physicians' probabiliry judgrnents

or incorrect hypotheses. The former is assumed to have a higher mean than the latter,
with the distance between them representing the discriminabiliry of true and false

hypotheses. The decision variable itself is not scaled in terms of probability; instead, the
judgment is assumed to arise from a partition of the decision variable which assumes

only that confidence is a monotonically increasing function of the decision variable.
The set of cutoff values established by the judge to create this partition is a crucial

aspect of the partition model. Perhaps most impressive is the model's perFormance when
supplemented by the assumption that the judge's set of cutoffs is insensitive to changes
in task difficulty or base rate in the absence of performance feedback (Ferrell & McGoey,
1980; Smith & Ferrell, 1983; Suantak, Bolger, & Ferrell, 1996). Although there exists,
for any given level of proportion correct, a set of cutoffs *rat would ensure perfect
calibration (Gu & \Tallsten, 2001), Ferrell and colleagues have found that the mis-
calibration observed in experimental contexts is often well accounted for by a single
set of cutoffs that is not changed over large variations in the task environment. This
insensitivity can produce any of the calibration patterns pictured in Figure 9.2, however,

1.0

Perfect calibration
--- Case-based RST

'7 "" o - - 
low D, very low BR'.."'{ 

----o-t
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the model is agnostic about the nature of the underlying decision variable or where

the cutoffs come from.
Brenner's RST model can fit the same range of data as the DVP model, but it

incorporates a psychological theory of the determinants of confidence (support theory)

and thus provides a more parsimonious and intuitive set of output parameters. The
underlying dimension is now made up of two distributions of perceived su?port, for true

and for false hyporheses. The distance between these two distributions is the discrim-
inability parameter a. The set of cutoffs used in DW is replaced by the focal bias

parameter B (indicating sensitivity to base rate) and the extremity parameter o (indicat-

ing sensitivity to discriminability). These parameters can be used to characterize almost

any observed pattern of calibration in terms of the underlying process of support evalu-

ation. However, highly specific predictions are made by constraining p and o (usually

fixing B to represent base-rate neglect, and setting o to near 1, indicating a moderate

degree of variability in judged probabilities), while allowing discriminability and base

rate to be free parameters of the environment.
Accounting for all the stylized facts then requires some additional assumptions. The

prevalence of overconfidence implies that most judgment tasks that are studied (and

probably most rhat are of interest in the real world) are difficult (leading to overo<tremiry)

and the outcomes of interest are rere (leading to overprediction). The difficulty effect

implies that people tend not to alter the extremity by which they translate support into
probability when the diagnosticity of evidence or the discriminability of the hypotheses

change. Underprediction refects those settings where the outcomes of interest are ex-

tremely common. Finally, there are some settings where the diagnosticiry of the evidence

is moderate and base rates are moderate - these settings should give rise to good calibra-

tion, even for untutored intuitive judgment. However, settings where good calibration is

achieved in spite of extreme diagnosticity or extreme base rates require explanation
beyond the basic theory (e.g., the calibrated prediction of rain in Chicago requires some

explanation because the base rate of rain was moderately low).
:

Ecological probability

A fourth perspective is tlte ecological probability perspective; the key premise here is that
people have highly accurate, adaptive knowledge of the probability of events in their
natural environment. Because experiments rarely use stimuli that are representative of
natural environments, studies find (or create) artificial biases in probabilistic judgment.
Biases thus represent distortions induced by misleading empirical settings, and miscalibra-

tion should disappear when items are representative of the natural environment.
The above summary characterizes the second of two Brunswikian models that are

relevant to calibration research. There is a long tradition of lens model approaches

initiated by Brunswik himself (see Chapter 3, this volume). fu Hammond noted (1998)
"In short, ecological validity refers to the potential utility of various cues for organisms
in their ecology (or natural habitat). Of course, the difference between the ecological

validity of a cue and its actual use by an organism provides important information about
the effective use of information by that organism." This is the central goal of the
Brunswikian lens model social judgment theory approach: to determine what cues are

used in judgment and t
those cues (Hammond {
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used in judgment and how cue utilization compares to the ideal ecological validiry of
those cues (Hammond & Stewart, 2001). Most of these studies have focused on experr
judgments, including many studies of meteorologists making probabiliry judgments
about weather events (e.g., Lusk, Stewart, Hammond, 6c Potts, 1990).

In a second wave of Brunswikian models of calibration, the focus on the use or misuse
of ecologically valid cues by experts in the field has been replaced by the assumption of
known ecological validities and by studies of students answering general knowledge
questions. These models were motivated by May's (1986) observation that almanac
studies finding overconfidence often used items hand-chosen to be challenging or even

triclry, and her finding that judgments of overall acouraq ("how many did you get
right?") rarely showed the same degree of overconfidence. The first and probably best-
known model of this type was the Probabilistic Mental Model (PMM) account dweloped
by Gigerenzer, Hoffrage, and Kleinbtilting (1991). A probabilistic model recruits a

reference cla.ss from the natural environment (e.g., "all large cities in Germany"), and the
reference class in turn recruits a series of cues. Confidence is determined by the cue
validity, and "good calibration is to be expected ifcue vaiidities correspond to ecological
validities" (Gigerenzer et al., 1991, p. 509). In general, items sampled from a well-
defined reference class should meet this standard and show good calibration. If items are

selected in a non-representative fashion, miscalibration will be observed.
In the first study testing these predictions, the calibration ofa "representative set" of

questions was compared with that of a "selected set" of general knowledge questions.
The representative set was generated by randomly selecting 25 cities out of the 65
German cities with populations over 100,000. Participants judged pairs of these cities,
decided which was larger, and indicated their confidence. After each block of 50 ques-
tions, participants estimated the number correct. The city-judgment task was sub-
stantially easier (72 percent) than the general knowledge task (52 percent), and in fact
was much better calibrated overall, although judges showed substantial overextremity in
the half-range task. Note that tiis finding is in accord with the difficulty effect as well as

dre splection effect. The authors attempt to address this ambiguity by selecting a pomion
of the city pairs that matched the difficulry of the general knowledge questions. As
predicted by both the difficulty effect and the PMM, overconfidence in this selected set
of difficult city questions showed substantial overconfidence. The same design in a

second study led to a similar accuraqrldifficulty confound (75 percenr vs. 56 percent)
and similar differences in calibration. Imponandy, estimates of,aggregate accuracy (fre-
quencF estimation over a set of problems) matched the observed- 

^rur^q, 
rate of the

difficult general knowledge questions and were substantially lower than the observed
accuraqlr rate ofthe easier city questions. From these results, the authors concluded that
overconfidence "disappeared" with representative sampling or with aggregare frequency
judgments.

An extensive review of over 95 data sets (Juslin, \7inman, & Olsson, 2000) found
that the natural confounding of difficulty and representative versus selected data sets is
almost complete. From the few studies that allowed the comparison at equal levels of
difficulry, the overconfidence effect was much stronger for selected rather than repres-
entative sets (note, however, that regression artifacts make this comparison difHcult to
interpret). Although both overconfidence and underconfidence haye been found with
representative items, they rarely if ever show the extreme level of overconfidence found
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with difficult general item sets (possibly because the relatively easy representative sets

allow less scope for overconfidence).

Conceptual critique
A central weakness of the second wave of ecological models is their continued focus on

general knowledge and almanac questions, even ones randomly selected from world

ciries, countries, or death rates. Although it is important to quesdon the role of difficult
or tricky item sets (Keren, 1991), the research paradigm has lost the most important

aspect of Brunswik's representative design: the actual environment and actual o(perts

who have experience in selecting and using cues in that environment. Preliminary evid-

ence from the limited number of calibration studies on expefts in their natural environ-

menrs reveals a dramatic pattern of miscalibration (Koehler et a1.,2002) and should spur

studies that examine cue use as well as ecological validiry for representative judgments by

lawyers, physicians, economic forecasters, and meteorologists. Furthermore, although it
is both conceptually and practically difficult to define the appropriate reference class

from which to sample irems, representative design is satisfied by definition for the day-

to-day judgments of experts.

The superior calibration of frequency judgments compared to probabiliry judgments

has found little support in subsequent studies. Instead, when frequenry judgments are

based on the same evidence as probability judgments, they show similar patterns of
overconfidence (Brenner, Koehler, Liberman, & Tversky, 1996); otherwise, aggregate

frequenry judgments are simply lower than average confidence, leading to better overall

calibration on difficult sets and pooref calibration on easy sets (Griffin & Buehler,

1999). Griffin and Tvers$ 0992) argued that the comparison of selected and repre-

sentative sets should take into account not only the difficulty of the questions but also

the strength of the impressions generated by the questions. Using random sampling

from the same reference class (American states), they showed that holding accuracy

consranr at a low lwel, question sets that recruited strong impressions led to overcon-

fidence while those that recruited raeeak impressions led to good overall calibration. Thus,

neither representative samples nor specific levels of accuraS are sufficient to determine

good calibration.

Fitting srylizedfaas
fu described, the ecological modcls can account for overconfidence, the difficulty effect,

and even underconfidence by invoking appropriately biased selection criteria. Good

calibration should be associated with a representative sample. Although the key forms

of miscalibration have been found even with representative sampling, the ecological

models' assumption of an unbiased underlying representation of a ffue, ecological prob-
abiliry also has been incorporated in some of the error models that are reviewed below.

Error model

A fifth perspective is the error model
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judgments. In general, such approaches imply rhar uncorrected judgments will show
overextremiry biases, and that observed overextremity will be improved by correcting for
or reducing the random response error.

Conceptual bachground
The psychometric justification for this approach is simple: when random eiror is added,
the correlation between variables is attenuated. Erev, \Tallsten, & Budescu (1994) pro-
posed using the psychometric approach in the calibration domain by assuming that
observed probability judgments refect a systematic component (covert confidence) plus
some amount of random error. Following this logic, even if the underlying ffue scores

are unbiased, a significant amount of random error added at the response stage would
lead to a lower correlation between judged probabiliry and outcome than between true
probabiliry and outcome, and this, due to the effects of regression to the mean, would
lead to observed overextremity.

The psychometric analogy also implies that the conclusions drawn by regressing or
plotting Y (outcome frequency) as a function of X (judged probability) can be different
from those drawn by regressing or plotting X on Y. If items can be classified by some
objective probability, for example, general knowledge items can be classified by percent
correct, then confidence can be plotted as a function of, or conditioned on, objective
probability. If true underlying confidence is perfecdy calibrated but random error is
added, a regressive pattern is produced where high subjective probabilities are matched
with lower outcomes (overconfidence in the high end of the scale) when the data arc
conditioned on judgment - but items with high objective probabilities are matched with
lower subjective probabilities (underconfidence in the high end of the scale) when the
data were conditioned on outcome. This pattern was labeled "simultaneous overconfid-
ence and underconfidence" by Erev et al.

Conceptual critique
The results of Erev et al. can be interpreted in two ways, as a methodological prescrip-
tion and as a descriptive model of probability.iudgment. The methodological prescription
highlighm the perils of diagnosing overconfidence on the basis of the calibration curve,
since "error alone" can produce the appearance ofoverconfidence in such a curye even
when underlying beliefs are unbiased. Brenner, Koehler, Liberman, and Tversky (1996)
noted that the standard measure of overconfidence in 2AFC tasls, namely the difference
between mean confidence and mean accuracy, provides an unbiased esdmate of over-
confidence which is not subject to t}re same kind of regression effect apparent in *re
calibration curve. Brenner (2000) questioned the logic of a model where observed over-
confidence is relabeled based on assumptions about an unmeasured "latent" construct
(see also \Tallsten, Erev & Budescu, 2000).

Budescu, \Tallsten, and Au (1997) assessed the relative contributions of random error
and systematic bias (i.e., over- or underconfidence) to overall miscalibration. The reliability
of probability judgments was assessed from replicate judgmens and used to estimare
*re degree of miscalibration expected on the basis of error alone (i.e., in the absence
of systematic bias), which was then used to consffuct a less strict standard of "ideal"
performance than that which is usually employed, the identity line of perfect calibration.
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(Klayman, soll, Gonzilez-Yallqo, & Barlas, 1999, offer another merhod for separating
effects of systematic error and unreliability of judgments.) Using this method, Budescu
er. al'. (1997) found substantial overextremity, even after correcting for the unreliability
of the assessments, in a full-range task involving the relative populations of pairs of
cities. fu a descriptive model, then, the assumprion of an unbiased "true score" subject
to error is not a sufficient account of the miscalibration found in this and other laborat-
ory tasks.

Error models are generally agnostic on whether the well-calibrated judge should take
response error into account. Given that feedback from the environmenr should operare
on observed judgments, one would expefi learning to occur that would mitigate the
effects of error by encouraging regressive adjustments to observed judgments. Clearly,

Patients would not be reassured upon learning that their miscalibrated physicians were
suffering only from response error and their underlying probabiliry assessments were
perfecdy calibrated (Brenner, 2000).

Fitting stylized facts
The error model approach as instantiated by Budescu et d,. (1997) follows from \Tallsten
and Gonzdlez-Vallejo's (1994) stochastic judgment model, and is similar to Ferrell and
McGoey's (1980) pioneering DW signal detection model, invoking two normal dis-
tributions of covert confidence, one for true and the other for false statements. The
underlying confidence measure is translated into stated probability by means of a set of
cutoffs. The key innovation is in the modeling of within-state (i.e. within the rrue or
false distributions) variance: Total within-state variance (o2) is composed of the variance
between items within states (o62) and variance within items (o"2). o"2 is interpreted as

random error and is estimated by measuring multiple judgments of the same item (or
"reversed" items, assuming binary complementarity). The probability assigned by the
cutoffis perturbed by random error (on a log-odds scale).

Like Ferrell's DVP model, error models are sufficiendy fexible in setting the cutoff
levels so as to model any of the patterns presented in Figure 9.2. However, ihe psycho-
metric approach is naturally designed to model overexmemity. Error models are thus
easily able to account for the prevalence of overconfidence, rhe tendency towards low
confidence-aca$aq correladons, and consequently the difficulty effect. However, it is
not clear how error alone can produce any form of underconfidence.

several researchers (Bjdrkman, 1994; Juslin & olsson, 1997;Jwlin,'wennerholm, &
Olsson, 1999; Soll, 1996) have recendy offered modified ecological models in which
stochastic error components have been introduced. In such models, the "internal" prob-
abiliry is only an estimate of the corresponding ecological probabiliry, unbiased but
subject to sampling error. soll (1996), Juslin and olsson (1997), and Budescu, Erev,
and \Tallsten (1997) have shown, using simulations, that a modified ecological model
incorporating sampling error can produce overconfidence that increases with task
difficulry.

One version of these models is able to account for underextremity in half-range
judgments (summarized in Juslin et al., 1999). A key difference berween this and other
error models is that the perturbation takes place on the bounded probability scale rather
than on the unbounded log-odds scale. Thus very easy tasls (the example used in the
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simulation was 0.95) are modeled by an underlying distribution producing many very
extreme ecological probabilities, and in general added error will asymmetrically affect
these probabilities so as to make the resulting judgments underextreme (as values such as

0.95 are limited in how much positive error c:rn be added). Note, however, that all error
models are designed to account for extremity biases; patterns of general bias such as

overprediction and underprediction are nor accommodated in such models.

Application and Example

Figure 9.3 presents calibration data from nine studies of practicing physicians' judg-
ments about actual patients (adapted from Koehler et al., 2002). Each studywas categor-
ized in terms of *re base rate of outcome (divided into high, moderare, and very low)
and the physicians' ability to discriminate between cases when the event occurred and
when it did not (moderately high or low). Each point on the graph represenrs a set of
judgments and outcomes aggregated within a study by judged probability; a given study
provided several data points. The data summarized in Figure 9.3 reveal thar, across rhe
different sets of medical events, physicians' probability judgments were sometimes too
low (underprediction when base rate was high and discriminabiliry was high), some-
times slightly too high (when base rare was low and discriminability was high), and
sometimes much too high (overprediction when base rate was very low and discriminability
was low).

It is instructive to consider how each of the five perspectives we have outlined might
explain this pattern of data and would approach the problem of debiasing the physicians'
judgments (see Chapter 16, this volume). The optimistic overconfidence perspective
naturally leads to an expectation that overprediction would arise when outcomes were
desirable and underprediction when outcomes were undesirable. Howwer, this categor-
ization does not account for the observed patterns in the data. The confirmatory bias
perspective naturally leads to an expectation that more likely outcomes would be
overpredicted and less likely outcomes would be underpredicted. In fact, the reverse is
true. The case-based perspective naturally leads to an expectation r}rat rare events will be
overpredicted and common events will be underestimated (the dotted line refers to the
predictions of RST assuming base rate and diagnosticity arc completely neglected). This
fits the obtained pattern, and leads to the suggestion that physicians'should be debiased
with training on using set-based characteristics to overcome their case-based focus. The
ecological perspecrive might suggest rhat, even though all judgments were made about
real patients by expert physicians in their specific area ofexpertise, the categorization by
base rate and discriminability still involves a selection effect. Averaged across all three
groupings, the degree of bias is small and hence the ecological cues used by physicians
may be unbiased. Howwer, this approach offers little solace to the misclassified patients
and no clear guidance as to how the categorized judgments may be debiased. Finally,
the psychometric approach can explain the imperfect slopes of the lower two lines,
but not the substantial vertical displacement, in terms of random error added at the
resPonse stage.
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To the extent that there can be a "winner" in this competition among models, we

believe the decision should be driven primarily by the philosophical and practical "fit" of
the models to the problems we are trying to solve, rather than simply by the statistical

goodness of fit of a model to experimental data.
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